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Central Banks Mull Anti-Virus Economic Policies. Central banks and govern-
ments  from US, Asia to Europe are on a bigger defensive stance against the 
virus hit on global growth,  embarking or mulling further fiscal and monetary   
policy stimulus. The question is will the necessary stimulus be sufficient to avert 
a global recession? 

Recession Ahead? The OECD has lowered global growth forecast this year to just 
2.0% from 2.9%. 

Professor Roubini, also  known as the Dr. Doom after accurately predicting the 08 
financial crisis,  sees a recession coming soon, noting  global  equities markets 
could drop by as much as 40% this year.  That’s premised on China’s economic 
contraction of 2% in the first quarter even as it recovers to 6% for the rest of 
this year that leads to a full year 4% GDP growth, essentially a recession since 
China’s recent quarterly GDP growth has hovered at 6%.  
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JP Morgan noted in a report the virus outbreak should peak first before equities could recover and added that  relief rallies (technical bounces) will be 
seen as an opportunity to sell and thus  markets will struggle as the virus further spreads globally. 

A Globally Coordinated Stimulus Package. The G7 countries are mulling one and markets have rallied yesterday and today globally on the bet a big 
package is on hand. Below are some of the individual country anti-virus policy initiatives so far. 

Indonesia cut its key policy rate by 25 bps to 4.75% last Feb. 20.  A cut in  foreign exchange reserves for banks  to 4% from 8% will  release  $3.2bn ef-
fective March 16, 2020. There is another triple R cut for trade financing banks of 50 bps beginning April 1 for nine months.   A $725m  fiscal stimulus 
package was also put in place. 

South Korea is set to come up with  a 30 trillion won or $25bn fiscal stimulus package. 

Australia’s central bank  just did a  25 bps cut to 0.5% of its key policy rate. 

Japan has  put up a  bond buying program to complement its $156bn fiscal spending program. An expected declaration of  state of emergency will mean 
additional support for the sagging economy. 

The US Fed is expected to do three cuts this year with the first 25 bps likely before its next meeting on March 17-18, 2020.  The Trump Administration  
is also  seeking a $2.5bn emergency package to fight the virus. 

The ECB has said it is ready to do a set of targeted measures to fight the  adverse demand and supply  impact on the economy of the virus. “Targeted” 
because rates are already in negative territory in Europe, limiting  ECB’s policy ammunitions. 

Philippines

Economic Impact. Government’s GDP growth forecast for this year of  6.5-7.0%  will likely be revised  lower by 1% to 5.5-6.5% according to NEDA if  the  
virus persists past 2Q19, disrupting travel, limiting mobility and consumption.  But if it proved  short-lived, the impact is a lower GDP growth slowdown 
of  only 0.3% to 5.7% for the entire year.  Trade and investments are most vulnerable. Philippine imports from China were 24% of total last year, up by 
11.5% to $24.5bn  while Philippine exports to China were 14%, up 9.2% to $9.6bn. China  has become  the country’s 3rd biggest export market and the 
largest source of imports last year. China accounted for 40% of  last year’s Philippine  trade deficit worth $37bn. China’s GDP  share to  global GDP has 
risen from 4%  in 2003  to 18% last year. On the other hand, global capital flows will slow as investors turn inward.  Already, Philippine FDI from January 
to November 2019 dropped 30% to $6.4bn.  

Policy Direction. BSP is expected to cut rates in  its next meeting on March 19 by  25 bps. The expected inflation uptrend with consensus bet of 3.0% 
for last month, higher than 2.5% in January, would be a key consideration. But since the BSP governor has insisted on a 6% GDP growth this year amid 
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COVID-19, it is also possible that the BSP may be more aggressive, doing an earlier cut despite the higher February inflation and doing a follow up 
before the first  semester is out.   Moderate drops in  oil and rice prices and utility rates  will temper  the inflation pressures coming from African swine 
flu infected meat (Batangas and Mindanao), vegetables, fish, fruits, sugar, non-alcoholic and ramp up sin taxes on alcoholic beverages and cigarettes   
effective January 2020 and also from non-fuel items such as communication, recreation, restaurants, education and health care services. This will 
create room for the BSP to make another cut  in between meetings. 

Fiscal Policy.  The National Budget this year  is a record Php4.4 trillion, 20% of  GDP and bulk of which will go to public works and education. This will 
further gains in the public infrastructure program which now count a total of 100 projects with the recent inclusion of  25 more comprising mostly 
of  existing airport rehabilitation (NAIA, Kalibo), railway  (LRT1 Cavite Ext., Cebu Monorail,  and BGC Makati Skytrain)  and toll roads (C5 Southlink 
Expressway, TPLEX extension, SLEX toll road 4).  Last year, government surpassed the Php630bn budget deficit, hitting Php660bn by yearend, over-
shooting the 3.2% budget deficit to GDP. That was a big factor behind the acceleration of  the  fourth quarter  GDP growth to  6.4% from 6% in the 
third quarter. 

Fixed Income Strategy. Interest rates are definitely on the downmove and TPL portfolios are likely to be in the money some more in the first quarter 
as the market digests further monetary easing by the local and global central banks, especially the US Fed. Inflation will remain around the 3% BSP 
forecast for the year anchored on softer oil prices and stable rice prices on account of  liberal rice imports and the growth slowdown reducing infla-
tion expectations. Load up on GS holdings  if and when inflation beats the consensus estimate  of 3% for February. 

Equity Strategy. The local market will remain trapped in the lower band of  6,500-6,800 and may scour new lows  after the globally coordinated 
policy stimulus are fully digested. Market sentiment is weak and fundamentals (both economic and corporates)  are judged to be highly vulnerable to 
the supply and demand shocks of the spreading virus. Lighten up on each rally and wait for a signal to buy; the time when newsflow about the virus 
containment improves. 


